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This paper presents the design and optimization of a LYSO crystal-based electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL)
for the DarkSHINE experiment, which aims to search for dark photon as potential dark force mediator. The
ECAL design has been meticulously evaluated through comprehensive simulations, focusing on optimizing di-
mensions, material choices, and placement within the detector array to enhance sensitivity in search for dark
photon signatures while balancing cost and performance. The concluded ECAL design, comprising 2.5×2.5×4
cm3 LYSO crystals arranged in a 52.5×52.5×44 cm3 structure, ensures high energy resolution and effective
energy containment. The study also explored the energy distribution across different ECAL regions and estab-
lished a dynamic range for energy measurements, with a 4 GeV limit per crystal deemed sufficient. Additionally,
the radiation tolerance of ECAL components was assessed, confirming the sustainability of LYSO crystals and
radiation-resistant silicon sensors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dark matter (DM) [1, 2] remains one of the most com-
pelling mysteries in cosmology and particle physics, evident
from its gravitational effects on visible matter and the cos-
mic microwave background. The prevailing hypothesis is that
DM, which does not interact with ordinary matters, consti-
tutes about 85% of the universe’s total mass. Understanding
DM is crucial for unraveling the universe’s structure and ori-
gins.

Theoretical models suggest that DM was produced through
thermal processes in the early universe, with the "freeze-
out" mechanism[3] explaining its current observed density,
positing a probable mass range from a few MeV to sev-
eral TeV. Despite extensive searches, the specific proper-
ties and particle nature of DM remain elusive. Experi-
ments such as XENONnT[4], PandaX[5], CDEX[6], LUX-
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ZEPLIN[7], AMS[8], DAMPE[9] and LHC[10] have nar-
rowed the parameter space for weakly interacting massive
particles (WIMPs)[11–17] in the GeV to TeV range, yet these
particles remain undetected[18].

Given the high-mass DM candidate particles are yet to be
detected, there is increasing interest in the sub-GeV mass
range, which presents significant detection challenges due to
the minimal interaction cross-sections of such light particles
with ordinary matter. This has necessitated the development
of innovative detection techniques distinct from traditional
DM detection methods. Accelerator-based experiments are
particularly promising, leveraging high-energy particle col-
lisions to produce and detect dark photons, a hypothetical
mediator between visible and dark matter[19–23]. Facilities
such as CERN’s NA64[24], LHC[25], BELLE-II[26], BES-
III[27, 28], and the proposed LDMX[29] experiment aim to
explore these possibilities.

The DarkSHINE experiment[31, 32], designed to operate
under the minimal dark photon model, proposes a novel ap-
proach to detecting these elusive particles. Figure 1 illustrates
the conceptual framework of dark photon production through
dark bremsstrahlung and their subsequent decay into invisible
dark matter, forming the experimental basis for DarkSHINE.
This experiment leverages the high repetition rate electron
beams provided by the Shanghai High Repetition-Rate XFEL
and Extreme Light Facility (SHINE)[33, 34], optimized for
detecting subtle signals that hint the presence of dark pho-
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Panel (a) Production of dark photons via bremsstrahlung. (b)
Decay of dark photons into "invisible" modes, where the dark photon
decays into dark matter particles that do not interact with ordinary
matter. [30]

tons.
This paper delineates the design principles of the Elec-

tromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL), focusing on the selection
of materials and structural layout. Through comprehensive
simulation studies, we have optimized the ECAL configu-
ration, achieving a balance between performance and cost-
efficiency. We also explored the dynamic range of energy that
the ECAL’s crystals can absorb. Insights from these analyses
have guided the development of potential triggering strategies
for future detectors. Additionally, we assessed the radiation
tolerance of the ECAL, highlighting the necessity for crystals
and silicon sensors that maintain high performance in high-
radiation environments.

II. DARKSHINE EXPERIMENT AND ECAL DESIGN

DarkSHINE is a fixed-target experiment that focuses on the
bremsstrahlung production of dark photons and measuring
their invisible decay. It utilizes a high repetition rate single-
electron beam provided by SHINE, which is currently under
construction. The designed beam energy from SHINE is 8
GeV with a designed repetition rate of 1 MHz. The beam
is expected to achieve an energy of 8GeV and a repetition
rate of 10MHz. This corresponds to 3 × 1014 electron-on-
target (EOT) events during one year of the DarkSHINE ex-
periment’s commissioning.

The primary challenge for DarkSHINE is to use informa-
tion from various detectors to minimize background contri-
butions while preserving the dark photon signal. Figure 2
shows the detector system of DarkSHINE. It primarily con-

Fig. 2. Schematic of the DarkSHINE detector system, illustrat-
ing the primary components used for dark photon detection. The
setup includes a tungsten target, a tagging tracker, a recoil tracker,
an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a hadronic calorimeter
(HCAL)[31].

sists of a tungsten target (0.1 X0) and three sub-detectors:
a tracker, an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a
hadronic calorimeter (HCAL). Additionally, a single electron
beam with a spatial distribution radius of 3 cm and a maxi-
mum non-uniform magnetic field of 1.5 Tesla in the tracker
region were used in the simulations. The tracker measures
the momentum and trajectory of electrons, consisting of a
total of thirteen layers of silicon strips. Seven layers are
placed in front of the target to tag the incident electron (tag-
ging tracker), and six layers are placed behind the target (re-
coil tracker). A crystal ECAL positioned behind the recoil
tracker measures the deposited energy of recoil electrons and
photons. Then, a scintillator-steel based sampling HCAL is
placed behind and surrounding the ECAL to capture and veto
the backgrounds, in particular the neutral hadrons and muons.

To measure the invisible decay of dark photons, it is es-
sential to precisely measure the energy of recoil electrons af-
ter each collision to determine if there is a significant energy
loss. The core detector of DarkSHINE, the ECAL designed
for DarkSHINE, is a homogeneous LYSO crystal calorimeter
with very high electromagnetic energy resolution. LYSO[35–
37] is an excellent choice for our crystal material, not only
because of its high light yield, which is critical for electro-
magnetic resolution, but also due to its rapid scintillation de-
cay time (40 ns), which is vital for handling the extremely
high event rate we face. Furthermore, the ECAL, especially
its central region, is exposed to a considerable radiation dose,
necessitating materials with good radiation resistance. LYSO
has shown exceptional durability in such conditions, estab-
lishing it as an optimal selection for DarkSHINE ECAL ap-
plications.

The radiation length of LYSO is about 1.12 cm. The trans-
verse dimension of the ECAL is 52.5×52.5 cm3, with a di-
mension along the beam direction of 44 cm, approximately
equivalent to 39 radiation lengths. The substantial depth en-
sures excellent energy containment in the ECAL, guarantee-
ing that it can absorb nearly all electromagnetic showers, pre-
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venting them from leaking into the HCAL. This is crucial be-
cause such leakage would result in vetoing dark photon sig-
nals by the HCAL. The ECAL is fully segmented to gather
comprehensive information, enhancing its capability to dis-
criminate dark photons. After optimization, the ECAL is
composed of 21×21×11 LYSO crystals, with each crystal
measuring 2.5×2.5×4 cm3 and read out by SiPMs[38, 39].
In each layer, the crystals are positioned in a uniform 21×21
square pattern. To enhance detection efficacy and prevent par-
ticles from traversing the gaps, the placement of crystals in
successive layers is shifted by half the transverse dimension
of a crystal. This staggered structure aids in detecting recoil
electron with energy loss coming along with dark photon sig-
nal.

III. SIMULATION, DIGITIZATION AND OPTIMIZATION

A. Simulation and digitization

1. Software setup

Fig. 3. Configuration of the Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) in
DarkSHINE. The ECAL consists of an array of LYSO crystals, each
coupled with SiPMs for readout. The schematic shows the segmen-
tation and staggered layout of the crystals within the ECAL.

The Monte Carlo simulation of the ECAL is performed
using the DarkSHINE Software (DSS) framework based on
Geant4[40]. This simulation includes the entire detector
setup, encompassing the crystal cubes, wrappers, SiPM sen-
sors, and support structures, alongside other components like
the Tracker and HCAL. This comprehensive setup provides
the necessary reference for ECAL reconstruction and the ini-
tial analysis cuts to define the appropriate phase space for
ECAL analysis. The detector configuration used in the simu-
lation is illustrated in Figure 3. Within DSS, we can simulate
inclusive events that include all background processes or indi-
vidual simulations of dark photon processes and specific rare

background events.
The target is used in a "full simulation" scenario where an

8 GeV electron beam strikes the target as proposed in the ex-
periment, and secondary particles traverse all detector com-
ponents. In particular, an "ECAL-unit simulation" focuses on
a single ECAL unit to study its precise effects, directly com-
parable with laboratory test results during R&D. All types of
simulations are conducted with consistent material setups.

2. Energy Digitization

Accurate simulation of the response of crystal-based de-
tectors requires a precise description of digitization effects.
Digitization applies a series of realistic effects to the simula-
tion results, mimicking the behavior of an actual detector and
bringing the simulation more comparable to real experimental
conditions. The energy directly obtained from Geant4, known
as the truth energy, represents the ideal energy deposition of
a particle in a perfect detection scenario, devoid of any detec-
tor effects or measurement errors. Thus, digitization provides
a more realistic depiction of detector performance, offering
stronger evidence for optimization.

The main goal of energy digitization is to parameterize
the behavior of each element related to energy measurement.
This involves applying smearing based on experimental data.
For the DarkSHINE ECAL, the energy digitization process
can be primarily divided into three parts: scintillation digiti-
zation, SiPM digitization, and ADC digitization.

Table 1. Parameters in scintillation digitization.

Scintillator
Light yield
(intrinsic)

Light yield
fluctuation

LYSO 30000 ph/MeV 10%

Light yield
calibration accuracy

SiPM PDE
(average)

Light yield
(measured)

1% 6.3% 150 p.e./MeV

The first step is scintillation digitization. We set an intrinsic
light yield of 30,000 photons per MeV for the LYSO crystal
scintillator, assuming a 10% fluctuation across all scintilla-
tors. The scintillation light is proportional to the energy de-
posited in the crystal and follows a Poisson distribution. The
scintillation light experiences attenuation during propagation
within the crystal and detection by the SiPM. The attenuation
depends on the photon transportation length and the detec-
tion efficiency of the SiPM. The measured light yield helps to
determine the amount of light loss during propagation. Al-
though the measured light yield for all crystal-SiPM units
shows fluctuations, these can be calibrated to some extent,
assumed here to have a 1% accuracy. The parameters used in
this step are shown in Table 1.

For SiPM digitization, a toy Monte Carlo model simulates
the SiPM’s response to the scintillation light from the LYSO
crystal. This simulation is based on the HAMAMATSU
S14160-3010PS[41], featuring a 3×3 mm2 sensitive area, 10
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Fig. 4. Simulated SiPM response for HAMAMATSU S14160-
3010PS, illustrating the relationship between the number of incident
photons (NIn) and the number of fired pixels (Nfired). This simula-
tion takes into account photon detection efficiency (PDE), pixel den-
sity, pixel recovery time, and crosstalk effects. The simulated points
are fitted with a formula (blue dashed line), providing a description
of the SiPM response and a method for correcting saturation effects.

Table 2. Parameters in SiPM digitization.

Pixel number Crosstalk Gain fluctuation
Gain calibration

accuracy

89984 0.5% 10% 1%

µm pixels, and nearly 90,000 pixels in total. This model con-
siders the photon detection efficiency, pixel density, pixel re-
covery, and crosstalk effect of the SiPM. Through this model,
we can determine the SiPM’s response to varying numbers of
incident photons. As shown in Figure 4, Nfired is the num-
ber of photons detected by the SiPM, ϵ is the photon detec-
tion efficiency, and NIn is the number of photons incident on
the SiPM. As the number of incident photons increases, the
number of detected photons deviates from linearity and tends
to saturate. A formula from [42] is used to fit the SiPM’s re-
sponse. This formula helps in simulating the SiPM’s response
to variable numbers of incident photons, providing a means to
correct for saturation effects. Parameters in SiPM digitization
are shown in Table 2.[43, 44]

The behavior of the readout electronics is simulated in the
ADC digitization process. Here, we assume that the charge
produced by the SiPM is recorded by a 12-bit multi-channel
analyzer with a total of 4096 ADC channels. There are three
gain modes to expand the dynamic range: high gain, medium
gain, and low gain. In high gain and medium gain modes,
when the ADC exceeds 4000, it will automatically switch to

Table 3. Parameters in ADC digitization.

Modes Gain ADC/p.e. Noise

High gain ×1 10 3 ADC
Middle gain ×45 0.2 3 ADC

Low gain ×2000 0.005 3 ADC

Equivalent
noise energy

Switching point Energy range

2 keV 4000 ADC 10-2.7 MeV
100 keV 4000 ADC 2.7-133.3 MeV
4 MeV - 133.3-5461 MeV

the next gain level. The smaller the gain, the larger the equiv-
alent electronic noise. Table 3 shows the parameters used in
ADC digitization.

In Tables 1, 2, and 3, some parameters are obtained based
on a 2.5×2.5×4 cm3 crystal, an optimized size discussed in
section III C. Each part’s contribution to the single-channel
energy resolution is illustrated in Figure 5. We individually
simulated the digitization process for each component to ob-
tain its resolution and also simulated the process with all three
components present to determine the overall resolution. At
lower energies (less than 100 MeV), the resolution of the
SiPM digitization is the main contributor. At higher ener-
gies, contributions from the scintillator digitization and ADC
digitization become more significant.
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Fig. 5. Energy resolution of single channel for each digitization part
and total effect. At energies below 100 MeV, the primary contributor
to the resolution is the SiPM digitization. As the energy increases,
the scintillator digitization and ADC digitization become the domi-
nant factors.

It should be noted that the current digitization is only used
for the optimization of the crystal unit size in section III C.
For other analyses involving the total ECAL energy, for sim-
plicity, we only use the truth energy.
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B. Signal and background

Signal and background processes exhibit distinct charac-
teristics within different detectors. Typically, incident elec-
trons pass through the target with negligible energy loss. In
the tagging tracker and recoil tracker, each electron leaves a
single track, and the measured momentum remains consistent
across both trackers. Nearly all recoil electron energy is de-
posited in the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), with min-
imal signals detected by the hadronic calorimeter (HCAL). In
the ECAL, normal electron events usually show a significant
energy deposition, typically around 8 GeV.
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Fig. 6. Deposit energy in ECAL of different processes: (a)
Dark photon and inclusive background processes. Inclusive back-
ground processes (grey) result in significantly higher energy deposi-
tion within the ECAL, reaching up to 8 GeV. In contrast, the energy
deposition from dark photon signal processes is significantly lower,
mainly concentrating around 0 GeV. (b) Dark photon and rare back-
ground processes. Only the bremsstrahlung process exhibits signifi-
cantly distinct energy deposition in the ECAL compared to the sig-
nal, as its final state particles are electrons and photons. Other pro-
cesses involving muons and nuclear reactions result in more energy
deposition at the low-energy end and cannot be completely excluded
by the ECAL.

When a dark photon is produced during the electron-on-
target process, most of the incident energy transfers to it,
and the recoiled electron deposits its remaining energy in the
ECAL. The dark photon decays into dark matter, leaving no
signal in the tracker or calorimeter, causing significant energy
loss in the ECAL, typically exceeding 4 GeV (Figure 6). As
the dark photon mass increases, it carries more energy from
the electrons, leading to larger energy losses of the recoiled
electron measured in the ECAL.

Fig. 7. Major background processes and their branching ratios in the
DarkSHINE experiment. [31]

Figure 7 shows the major background processes and their
relative rates. Background processes in the DarkSHINE ex-
periment are categorized into two types: soft background,
where the recoil electron loses less than 4 GeV, and hard
background, where the energy loss exceeds 4 GeV.

Soft background processes, including normal electron
events, dominate the total event production, constituting over
90%. These processes result in substantial energy deposition
within the ECAL, making them easily distinguishable from
dark photon signals.

In contrast, hard background processes remove most of the
recoil electron’s energy. If electrons undergo electromag-
netic interactions, such as hard bremsstrahlung or conver-
sion of bremsstrahlung photons into electron-positron pairs
at the target, the energy deposited in the ECAL remains
a critical rejection criterion. However, processes involv-
ing photon conversion into muon pairs are not easily distin-
guished by the ECAL and require exclusion by the HCAL and
tracker. Background processes involving nuclear reactions,
such as electron-nucleus interactions or bremsstrahlung pho-
tons interacting with nuclei, produce secondary particles with
hadronic components, primarily neutrons[45]. These parti-
cles penetrate the ECAL and are to be vetoed by the HCAL
or the tracker.

Neutrino-producing background processes, such as Moller
scattering (e−e− → e−e−) followed by a charged-current
quasi-elastic (CCQE) reaction (e−p → νen), neutrino pair
production (e−N → e−Nνν), bremsstrahlung with CCQE,
and charge-current exchange with exclusive (e−p → νnπ0),
as mentioned in [46], have been found negligible in this
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experiment due to their low event ratios. Therefore, these
backgrounds are currently excluded from the DarkSHINE
simulation[31].

In summary, the ECAL effectively excludes all soft back-
grounds and hard backgrounds that do not involve muons or
hadrons.

C. Segmentation optimization

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Structure of the ECAL viewed from the side. (b) Detailed
structure of the ECAL for cell optimization, showing the placement
of LYSO crystals (light blue), SiPMs (red), and the supporting PCB
(green) and copper (gold) sheets used for electronic signal readout
and cooling.

To thoroughly understand how crystal size influences en-
ergy measurement, a 1.2 mm thick PCB and a 0.5 mm thick
copper plate were integrated behind each crystal layer for
electronic signal readout and cooling purposes. Figure 8
depicts the detailed structure of the ECAL. Crystals are ar-
ranged in multiple layers along the beam direction, each layer
consisting of uniformly positioned crystals. Each crystal is
wrapped with an 80 µm ESR film and coupled with a 0.6 mm
thick, 3×3 mm2 silicon piece at the end. A 20 µm air gap sep-
arates all materials. The ECAL comprises several thousand to
tens of thousands of crystals, with the size affecting various

performance aspects, such as light collection efficiency and
the amount of passive material introduced. This study opti-
mizes the detector’s performance by adjusting the crystal size
to achieve high energy resolution and efficient energy con-
tainment.
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Fig. 9. (a) Light yield measured by SiPM from Geant4 optical
simulation. (b) Maximum deposited energy within crystals under an
8 GeV electron beam incident on the ECAL. Crystals with smaller
cross-sectional areas and shorter lengths exhibit higher light yields
due to greater light collection efficiency, but this also results in lower
energy absorption.

Figure 9 shows the simulated light yield and maximum de-
posited energy in LYSO crystals of various sizes. Crystals
with smaller cross-sectional areas and shorter lengths exhibit
higher light yields but lower deposited energy under an 8
GeV electron beam. The deposited energy was obtained from
the full ECAL simulation. However, ECALs equipped with
small crystals may contain more passive material due to the
increased number of layers. Light yield and deposited energy
influence the light output and the dynamic range of the elec-
tronics, while the amount of passive material impacts energy
containment. These effects are quantified using the digitiza-
tion tool.

Figure 10 illustrates the Equivalent Noise Energy (ENE)
for crystals of different sizes. The ENE is calculated using
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Fig. 10. (a) Equivalent noise energy (ENE) of a single channel for
different setups. Larger crystals exhibit higher ENE, primarily due
to their lower light yield. Additionally, larger crystals have a broader
dynamic range for energy deposition. (b) Energy resolution of a sin-
gle channel for different setups, incorporating the three digitization
processes. Units with smaller crystals achieve better energy resolu-
tion.

the formula:

ENE =
Noise

ADCp.e. × LYmea
(1)

where Noise is the number of ADC channels correspond-
ing to electronic noise. For crystals of different sizes, the
Noise was set to a constant value of three ADC. ADCp.e.

is the number of ADC channels per photoelectron, which
varies with gain. LYmea is the light yield measured by
SiPM, similar with the values in Figure 9(a). Parameters of
Noise and ADCp.e. for one specific setup have already been
shown in Table 2, while LYmea is equivalent to the parameter
Lightyield(measured) in Table 1. Thus, during the digitiza-
tion process, different crystal sizes have varying parameters.

As a result, in Figure 10(a), crystals of different sizes ex-
hibit varying ENE values due to differences in light yields.
Crystals with higher light yields have smaller ENE. For crys-

tals of the same size, there are three distinct regions in the
ENE corresponding to different gain modes. At the transition
points between these ranges, the ENE exhibits jumps. Ad-
ditionally, the dynamic range of energy deposition varies for
different configurations. To ensure a balance between main-
taining measurement integrity and achieving high measure-
ment precision, we set different ADC dynamic ranges for
each configuration, according to the product of the light yield
and the maximum deposit energy. After incorporating the
three digitization effects in III A 2, the single-channel energy
resolution for these configurations is shown in Figure 10(b).
Generally, the single-channel energy resolution improves as
the crystal size decreases. The transition point around 500
MeV is due to the ENE jump caused by the range switching.

As a result, in Figure 10(a), crystals of different sizes ex-
hibit varying ENE values due to differences in light yields.
Crystals with higher light yields have smaller ENE. For crys-
tals of the same size, there are three distinct regions in the
ENE corresponding to different gain modes. At the transition
points between these ranges, the ENE exhibits jumps. Ad-
ditionally, the dynamic range of energy deposition varies for
different configurations. To ensure a balance between main-
taining measurement integrity and achieving high measure-
ment precision, different ADC dynamic ranges were set for
each configuration, based on the product of the light yield
and the maximum deposited energy. After incorporating the
three digitization effects in III A 2, the single-channel energy
resolution for these configurations is shown in Figure 10(b).
Generally, the single-channel energy resolution improves as
the crystal size decreases. The transition point around 500
MeV is due to the ENE jump caused by the range switching.

The performance of the full detector can be determined
by applying digitization to each channel. Figure 11(a) and
(b) show the energy containment and energy resolution of
the ECAL equipped with crystals of different sizes. In these
simulations, the overall size of the ECAL was kept around
52×52×48 cm3. The incident particles are electrons with en-
ergies ranging from 1 to 8 GeV, hitting the ECAL’s front face
within a circular area with a radius of 3 cm at the center. Fig-
ure 11(a) shows that if the ECAL is composed of long and
thick crystals, its energy containment improves. However,
crystal length is more significant than cross-sectional area, as
passive material is mainly concentrated in the PCB and cop-
per layers between the layers. For energy resolution, when the
ECAL is equipped with crystals of the same cross-sectional
area (2.5×2.5 cm2) but different lengths, shorter crystals re-
sult in better energy resolution. Conversely, when the ECAL
is equipped with crystals of the same length (4 cm) but differ-
ent cross-sectional areas, smaller cross-sectional areas lead to
better energy resolution.

Because dark photon signals are often accompanied by sig-
nificant energy loss in the ECAL, we are more concerned with
the low-energy region below 4 GeV. Overall, when the ECAL
is equipped with 2.5×2.5×4 cm3 crystals, it achieves high
energy resolution for incident electron energies below 4 GeV
while maintaining relatively balanced energy absorption effi-
ciency. Additionally, crystals of this size provide good seg-
mentation, offering potential for multivariate analysis, while
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Fig. 11. Energy containment and energy resolution of the ECAL
equipped with crystals of different sizes after digitization: (a) Ra-
tio of deposited energy in the ECAL to the truth energy. Smaller
crystals in the ECAL introduce a greater amount of passive material,
resulting in lower energy containment. (b) Energy resolution, show-
ing that ECALs equipped with small crystals have a better energy
resolution below 4 GeV.

keeping the number of channels manageable. Therefore, the
crystal size of 2.5×2.5×4 cm3 is optimal for the DarkSHINE
ECAL.

D. Volume optimization

As the mass of dark photons increases, they carry more
energy from the incident electron, resulting in a larger re-
coil angle. Figure 12 illustrates the distribution of recoil an-
gles for particles striking the front surface of the ECAL for
both inclusive events and dark photon processes with varying
masses. The ECAL’s cross-sectional area is 52.5×52.5 cm2.
The majority of inclusive background processes involve elec-
trons directly traversing the target and striking the central re-
gion of the ECAL, despite some divergence in the beam spot
and slight displacement of electrons due to the magnetic field.

In contrast, signal processes exhibit more dispersed recoil
angles. Moreover, with increasing dark photon mass, more
events occur in the peripheral region, indicating a higher like-
lihood of missing the ECAL. These events can be captured
and vetoed by the HCAL. Therefore, increasing the ECAL
volume can improve signal efficiency, though cost considera-
tions must also be addressed.
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Fig. 12. Dark photon signals exhibit larger recoil angles compared
to inclusive background processes. As the mass of the dark photon
increases, more events tend to hit on the peripheral regions of the
ECAL.

A signal region for the calorimeter is defined as shown in
Table 4: the total energy in the ECAL is less than 2.5 GeV,
the total energy in the HCAL is less than 30 MeV, and the
maximum energy of a single unit in the HCAL is less than
0.1 MeV. This signal region is designed to achieve low back-
ground within 3×1014 EOTs. It is derived from the combined
analysis of all sub-detectors, using thresholds for the ECAL
and other sub-detectors, and applying extrapolation methods
to exclude all backgrounds[31, 45]. The optimization results
of the ECAL are evaluated by the number of events entering
the signal region.

Table 4. Signal box for calorimeters.

ECAL HCAL

Etotal
ECAL < 2.5GeV Etotal

HCAL < 30MeV, EMaxCell
HCAL < 0.1MeV

To maintain consistency with the prospective study[31], we
only use the truth energy here instead of the digitized energy.
Additionally, the PCB and copper layers are not included in
the geometry here and in subsequent analyses.

The ECAL size was optimized in two dimensions: trans-
verse and longitudinal. The individual crystal size remains
constant at 2.5×2.5×4.0 cm3, as optimized in section III C.
First, the ECAL’s transverse dimensions were adjusted while
keeping the longitudinal length constant at 11 layers. Four
different calorimeter sizes were simulated. Results in Fig-
ure 13(a) show that as the transverse size increases, signal ef-
ficiency for different dark photon masses also increases. The
average signal efficiency for all mass points under each size
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Fig. 13. Signal efficiency as a function of dark photon mass for var-
ious ECAL configurations. (a) Optimization of the transverse size of
the ECAL, showing signal efficiency for different transverse dimen-
sions. It demonstrates that increasing the ECAL’s transverse size en-
hances signal efficiency, particularly for higher dark photon masses.
(b) Optimization of the longitudinal size of the ECAL, showing sig-
nal efficiency for different longitudinal dimensions. It shows that
increasing the ECAL’s longitudinal size improves signal efficiency.

is listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Average signal efficiency with varying transverse size of
the ECAL.

Number of crystals Average signal efficiency(%)
14×14×11 53.32
21×21×11 70.78
28×28×11 75.75
35×35×11 77.62

The width of the ECAL was increased by 7 crystal blocks
each time. From a design with 14×14×11 crystals to one
with 21×21×11 crystals, the ECAL area increased by 2.25
times, resulting in a 17.46% improvement in signal efficiency.
However, when the number of crystals per layer reaches

35×35, the increase in signal efficiency becomes marginal.
Considering the cost of crystals, an ECAL with 21×21 crys-
tals is deemed appropriate.

Table 6. Average signal efficiency with varying longitudinal size of
the ECAL.

Number of crystals Average signal efficiency(%)
21×21×7 52.05
21×21×9 66.32

21×21×11 71.52
21×21×13 74.07
21×21×15 76.71

The impact of the longitudinal size of the detector on signal
efficiency was also investigated. Each time the detector vol-
ume was changed, the ECAL’s transverse dimensions were
kept constant as 21×21 crystals, and two layers were added
longitudinally. Thus, the number of added crystals remained
the same each time. Table 6 shows that from the size of
11 layers, the growth in average signal efficiency begins to
slow. Therefore, 11 longitudinal layers were chosen as the
final size.

Overall, an ECAL size of 52.5×52.5×44 cm3 provides sig-
nificant signal efficiency while maintaining reasonable cost.

IV. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

As a fixed target experiment, incident particles without
significant energy loss primarily hit the central area of the
ECAL, resulting in substantial energy deposition in the cen-
tral region’s crystals in the first few layers. Additionally, the
energy absorbed by crystals in different regions varies greatly,
with those closer to the edges typically experiencing minimal
energy deposition. To determine the energy dynamic range of
the future detector and explore potential triggering methods
for the ECAL, the energy deposition in crystals from differ-
ent regions was investigated.

A. Energy deposition in different regions

With the optimized ECAL configuration in III C and III D,
the energy deposition in crystals for dark photon signals and
background processes is shown in Figure 14. Inclusive back-
ground processes result in larger energy deposition in the
crystals, up to 4 GeV. Energy deposition for dark photon sig-
nals is slightly lower, with smaller mass dark photons deposit-
ing more energy. The dark photon process with a 1 MeV dark
photon mass can deposit up to 3.5 GeV of energy in the crys-
tals, as dark photons have a very low probability of carrying
minimal kinetic energy, resulting in the recoiling electron re-
taining most of its energy.

The ECAL was divided into four sections (Figure 15) from
the center of the shower to the periphery to study energy de-
position in different regions. The number of crystals in each
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Fig. 14. Energy deposited in single crystals under 8 GeV electron
beam. This figure indicates that for inclusive background processes,
the energy absorbed by a single crystal can reach up to 4 GeV, while
for dark photon signal processes, it can reach up to 3.5 GeV.

Fig. 15. ECAL divided into four regions, from the center of the
shower to the periphery. Red: region-I, green: region-II, blue:
region-III, yellow: region-IV.

region is shown in Table 7. Region-I (red) is the core area
of shower development, containing 125 crystals each with a
volume of 2.5×2.5×4 cm3, approximately equivalent to 18
radiation lengths. It covers the entire beam spot with a ra-
dius of 3 cm and an additional area of one Molière radius.
The energy absorbed by each crystal in these four regions is
shown in Figure 16. Crystals in the central and near-central
regions absorb significantly more energy. In contrast, crystals
in Region-III and Region-IV, farther from the shower cen-
ter, absorb noticeably less energy. For dark photon signals,
the energy deposition is even lower than for inclusive back-
ground. Figure 17 shows that crystals in Region-I, with only
2.6% of the volume, absorb more than 90% of the energy for
inclusive backgrounds.

Table 7. Number of crystals in each region shown in Figure 15

Dimension Region-I Region-II Region-III Region-IV
x 5 13 21 21
y 5 13 21 21
z 5 7 9 2

Total 125 1058 2786 882

B. Energy limits on crystal

The dynamic range setting affects the accuracy of energy
measurement. Generally, a smaller energy dynamic range en-
ables higher measurement accuracy. To determine the mini-
mum dynamic range that meets the energy measurement re-
quirements of the ECAL, an energy limit was applied to each
crystal. When the energy deposited in the crystal exceeds
these limit values, it is capped at the limit value, simulating
the saturation behavior of a real detector. Energy limitations
might reduce the total energy measured by the ECAL. Since
interest lies in events with significant energy loss, the dy-
namic range is selected based on the number of events where
the total energy measured by the ECAL is less than 4 GeV
after applying the energy limits.

Table 8. Ratio of events with total energy less than 4 GeV under
different crystal energy limitations.

Energy limit Inclusive 1 MeV dark photon 10 MeV dark photon

100 MeV 999967/1M 100% 100%
500 MeV 1066/1M 90.57% 96.93%

1000 MeV 3/1M 76.78% 91.23%
2000 MeV 3/1M 76.76% 89.89%
3000 MeV 3/1M 76.76% 89.89%
4000 MeV 3/1M 76.76% 89.89%
6000 MeV 3/1M 76.76% 89.89%
8000 MeV 3/1M 76.76% 89.89%

Energy limit 100 MeV dark photon 1000 MeV dark photon

100 MeV 100% 100%
500 MeV 98.27% 99.5%

1000 MeV 94.52% 98.56%
2000 MeV 93.52% 98.32%
3000 MeV 93.52% 98.32%
4000 MeV 93.52% 98.32%
6000 MeV 93.52% 98.32%
8000 MeV 93.52% 98.32%

Table 8 shows the ratio of events with total energy less than
4 GeV for the background and dark photon signals of differ-
ent masses after applying various crystal energy limits. For
one million background processes, when the energy limit is
set to 1 GeV, almost no events pass the cut, except for two
photon-muon pair processes and one nuclear process, which
can be vetoed by the HCAL. This indicates that very few crys-
tals have an energy deposition exceeding 1 GeV. However, as
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(c) Region-III
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(d) Region-IV

Fig. 16. Energy absorbed by each crystal in the four regions shown in Figure 15. Crystals in the central regions (Region-I and Region-II)
absorb significantly more energy, while the crystals in Region-III and Region-IV, farther from the shower center, absorb noticeably less energy.

shown in Figure 18, the total energy measured by the ECAL
is significantly lower than the true value at this limit. Addi-
tionally, as the number of events increases, there should be a
higher probability of background events entering the sensitive
range. From Figure 18, a more suitable energy limit appears
to be 4 GeV. At this limit, the total energy measured by the
ECAL closely matches the true value, and it is difficult for
background cases to enter the sensitive range through satu-
ration. Therefore, a single crystal energy dynamic range of
4 GeV is sufficient for the DarkSHINE ECAL. The readout
electronics in future detectors can be designed based on this
standard.

C. Trigger efficiency

Since the majority of events collected by the ECAL are
background processes that are not of interest, data transmis-
sion and storage pressure can be alleviated by implementing
trigger strategies based on the energy distribution within the
ECAL. Using the criterion of energy less than 4 GeV for event

selection, if the sum of the energy in certain crystals exceeds
4 GeV in an event, the event will not be saved. Given that
crystals in Region-I absorb most of the energy from the re-
coiling electron, this region should exhibit the highest trigger
efficiency.

Table 9 shows the trigger efficiency with the energy of dif-
ferent regions. By using only 125 crystals in Region-I, more
than 99% of the inclusive backgrounds can be filtered out.
When using the sum of the energy from all crystals in the
ECAL for triggering, an efficiency of nearly 100% can be
achieved, except for several rare background processes. For
the dark photon signal, this trigger will not cause any impact
because the actual signal region requires the total energy in
the ECAL to be less than 2.5 GeV.

V. RADIATION DAMAGE

Given the high-energy and high-frequency beam environ-
ment, the ECAL, particularly its central region, is subjected to
significant radiation doses that may degrade its performance.
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Fig. 17. Energy ratio in different regions for different pro-
cesses. Both signal and background processes deposit more energy
in Region-I. However, for dark photon signal processes, as the dark
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Fig. 18. Energy distribution after applying energy limits on crystals.
When the energy limit is too low, background events can enter the
signal box. However, when the energy limit reaches 4 GeV, the total
energy closely matches the true value.

Therefore, the radiation damage to the ECAL must be evalu-
ated, focusing on crystal damage primarily from ionizing en-
ergy loss and silicon sensor damage from non-ionizing energy
loss. Simulations were conducted using Geant4 to estimate
the radiation damage to crystals and silicon sensors over one
year.

Radiation damage to crystals mainly results from ionizing
energy loss of incident particles, evaluated by the absorbed
dose—the ionizing energy absorbed per unit volume of the
crystal. In the simulation, the dose absorbed by each crystal
per year of detector operation was recorded. For the crystals
receiving the maximum dose, the absorbed dose is about 107

rad (Figure 19(a)). Most inorganic scintillators commonly
used in high-energy physics detectors, like CsI, BGO, and
PWO, lose significant light yield after such a dose. However,

Table 9. Ratio of events with region energy less than 4 GeV.

Trigger region Inclusive 1 MeV dark photon 10 MeV dark photon

No trigger 1M/1M 100% 100%
I 746/1M 77.57% 91.58%

I+II 37/1M 74.05% 90.03%
I+II+III 6/1M 73.78% 89.9%

I+II+III+IV 3/1M 73.75% 93.57%

Trigger region 100 MeV dark photon 1000 MeV dark photon

No trigger 100% 100%
I 94.86% 98.75%

I+II 93.67% 98.35%
I+II+III 93.57% 98.32%

I+II+III+IV 93.57% 98.32%

LYSO exhibits only a small reduction in light yield[47], meet-
ing the radiation resistance requirements for the DarkSHINE
ECAL. However, ionizing energy loss within the crystal can
also lead to uneven response and fluorescent effects, which
need more investigation and test.

Radiation damage to silicon sensors mainly results from
non-ionizing energy loss, typically expressed using an equiv-
alent 1 MeV neutron fluence. First, the cumulative non-
ionizing energy loss E1 accumulated by each sensor over one
year was simulated. Then, the average non-ionizing energy
deposition E2 for 1 MeV neutrons passing through one sil-
icon sensor was calculated. The ratio E1/E2 represents the
equivalent neutron fluence for one year’s operation. In the
DarkSHINE ECAL, the equivalent 1 MeV neutron fluence of
silicon sensors in the most heavily irradiated area is about
1013 (Figure 19(b)). This significant dose could cause the
dark current of most commercial silicon sensors to increase
by several orders of magnitude, rendering them unusable.
Therefore, silicon sensors with excellent radiation resistance
are required, as indicated in studies[48–50].

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper details the design and optimization of the LYSO
crystal-based electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) for the
DarkSHINE experiment, aimed at detecting dark photons,
potential candidates for dark force mediators. The study in-
volved comprehensive simulations and evaluations to identify
an optimal ECAL configuration, balancing performance, cost,
and durability.

The chosen crystal size of 2.5×2.5×4 cm3 emerged from
a meticulous analysis of energy containment and resolution
for electrons with energies between 1 and 8 GeV. This crys-
tal size ensures high energy resolution and effective energy
absorption while maintaining a manageable number of chan-
nels for data acquisition. The ECAL’s overall dimensions
of 52.5×52.5×44 cm3 were selected to provide a substantial
signal efficiency while considering construction and opera-
tional costs.
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Fig. 19. Distribution of radiation damage in ECAL area over one
year of operation (a) Radiation dose absorbed by crystals, with a
maximum value of 107 rad. (b) Equivalent 1 MeV neutron fluence
in silicon sensors, with a maximum value of 1013 Neq .

The energy deposition patterns within the ECAL were
studied, revealing that crystals near the center absorbed sig-
nificantly more energy than those at the periphery. This un-
derstanding led to the determination of a suitable dynamic
range for energy measurements, with a 4 GeV energy limit
per crystal found to be adequate. This limit ensures that the
ECAL can accurately measure energy deposits while filtering
out the majority of background processes. Additionally, po-
tential triggering strategies based on energy distribution were
proposed to enhance data processing efficiency.

The radiation tolerance of the ECAL components was also
assessed, highlighting the suitability of LYSO crystals due to
their small light yield reduction under high radiation doses.
The silicon sensors selected for the ECAL should also have
excellent resistance to radiation-induced damage, crucial for
maintaining detector performance in the high-radiation envi-
ronment anticipated for the DarkSHINE experiment.

In summary, the ECAL design for DarkSHINE incorpo-
rates a robust configuration of LYSO crystals and radiation-
resistant silicon sensors, optimized through extensive simu-
lation studies. This design ensures high sensitivity to dark
photon signals, efficient background rejection, and reliable
performance under challenging conditions. The detailed sim-
ulation and optimization efforts have culminated in a matured
and robust ECAL design to greatly substantiate the future
DarkSHINE experiment.
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